
 

ADDENDUM #1 

FOR 

RFP for Architectural & Engineering Consultant Services for New 

Expansion Kitchen and Overlook Area Renovations 

Dated February 21, 2017              

 
 

Questions: 

1.  Based upon the discussion at the walk- thru, PCCA will develop the program for the new 
kitchen. Based on this approach, please confirm that there is no program validation, or SD 
phase, and that according to the RFP, we should proceed with DD plans of the layout provided. 
If yes, that assumes that there will be no comments after each submission that involve a change 
in layout. Answer: Assume one schematic design phase meeting to verify the exact location and 
fixture/equipment count with PCCA, SMG, and ARAMARK. 

 
2. Will PCCA request a professional evaluation of the plan provided? Answer: Yes 

 
3. Will a sample menu be provided? Answer: No 

 
4. Will PCCA want to provide preferred equipment manufacturers or accessories desired? Answer: 

Yes 
 

5. Is the project to be prepared in AutoCAD or Revit? Answer: AutoCAD 
 

6. Should there be one spec per piece of equipment or should the spec include 1 or 2 alternates as 
is usually the case with government projects? Answer: PCCA does not have to provide alternate 
manufacturers. We can “sole” source equipment. 

 
7. Please let us know how many meetings you would like our kitchen consultant to attend? 

Answer: See above 
 

8. The RFP did not mention LEED certification or an effort to minimize use of energy, water or 
waste management. Is there a requirement or desire for LEED intent or certification? Answer: 
No requirement to obtain LEED certification but the design should minimize energy, water or 
waste management.   
 

9. Do you expect this to be over or under $500k? Answer: We do not provide project estimates 
 

10. A smoker was listed on one of the proposed kitchen plans.  Will wood, charcoal, or fuels other 
than natural gas and electric be used in cooking? Answer: Only natural gas or electric 
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11. Will a separate water heater be required for the kitchen fit out or are we to assume the building 
has adequate 140 degree hot water? Answer: Two (2) 1500 Gal. hot water heaters are existing 
and are located in the central plant below the space. They are for servicing the new kitchen. 

 

12. Will additional water filtration be required for the kitchen equipment? Answer: Yes 
 

 

Clarifications:  

1. See attached Sign-In Sheet 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 




